This paper is primarily concerned with the existence of direct limits in certain classes of Boolean algebras. The concepts of inverse and direct limits are defined relative to a class 2ί of abstract algebras. It is assumed that the algebras in 5ί are of the same type.
It is found that classes which are closed under such constructions as the formation of homomorphic images, subalgebras, free products and free unions do admit direct and inverse limits. In fact, the existence of direct limits is closely related to the existence of free products and dually, the existence of inverse limits is related to the existence of free unions. Also there is a relationship between the existence of inverse limits and direct limits.
The proofs of these observations are omitted because they are similar in construction to the proofs given for existence theorems in [2, 3, 5] .
Let SI be a class of abstract algebras. Let A be a directed set and let X = {X a \aeA} be a subset of §1. A system <X;/7> consisting of the family X and a family Π of homomorphisms Trg: X a -> X β for each a < β in A , is called a direct system over A if π a a is the identity map of X a and π* = π 8 β π β a whenever a < β < δ. A system <X TO ; π a \ eΛ consisting of an algebra X* in % and a family of homomorphisms π a : X a ->Xŝ uch that if a < β, π β π% = π a is called the direct limit of (X; Πy if the following extension property is satisfied: (E) if g a : X a -> Z is a family of homomorphisms such that if a < β in A, g β π% = g a , where Z e2I, then there is a unique homomorphism g: X^-^ Z such that g a = gπ a for all a in A.
The concepts of inverse system over A and inverse limit are dual to that of direct system over A and direct limit respectively. We observe here that if 2ί is a class of abstract algebras which is closed under the formation of homomorphic images, subalgebras, direct unions and if every algebra of 21 contains a one element subalgebra, then every inverse (direct) system in 21 admits an inverse (a direct) limit. It is easy to see that if the direct union is in 21, then it is the free union. This fact, together with 1.1, gives that every inverse system in 21 admits an inverse limit. Sikorski (in [7] ) proved that every subset of 21 has a free product, (see also [2] , p. 88). This, together with 1.3, yields that every direct system in 2ί admits a direct limit. It can be shown that π* is one-to-one if and only if π is onto and π* is onto if and only if π is one-to-one.
Direct limits in particular classes

X(B) is called the Stone space of B.
For a more detailed discussion of this concept, see [6] . THEOREM 
Let X be any abstract algebra with finitary operations. Suppose Y = {X a | a e A} is a family of subalgebras of X which is directed by inclusion and such that X = U«e^« Let SI be a class of algebras with finitary operations which contains X and X a for all a e A. A is directed by a < β if and only if X a c X β . For a < β, let π a and π β a be the inclusion maps of X a into X and X a into Xβ respectively. Then (Y; Πy is a direct system over A and ζX; π a y aeA is the direct limit of ζY\ Πy, where Π = {7rg I a < β}.
Proof. Since a < β < δ implies I α cl^cl δ , it follows that τr| τrg = πl. Thus, ζY; Πy is a direct system over A.
Obviously Proof. For a, βeA, let C be the subalgebra of B generated by B a U B β . Then C is finite and B a aC,B β c:
C. Hence B is directed by inclusion. Since for each beB, the subalgebra generated by {6} is finite, B -\J a eΛ B a . Hence the result follows from 2.5.
Let B be a Boolean algebra. An element beB is an atom if the ideal generated by -b (that is, the set of all aeB such that a Λ b -0) is maximal ideal. B is said to be atomic provided that for each element a Φ 0 (ae B), there is an atom b < a. Observe that every finite Boolean algebra is complete and atomic. (1) {π%\aeA} separates points. Let x Φ y be in X (B) . Considering x and y as prime ideals of B, there is a 6 G 5 such that 6 is in x and 6 is not in y. There is an aeA Thus πίfe* = fe αi * (y) . By the uniqueness of h iHy)J Al -rii^y).
(4) i* is one-to-one. Let x Φ y be in X(C). By (3) By (1) 
this is impossible. Hence i*(x) Φ i*(y)
. (2) and (4) Then {π*)-λ [Ua\ = iπJ-^Ua).
Therefore, (μ^lίπJ-^U^] = (μη-^π^lUa] = (K)ΛUΛ is open in X(C).
Thus μ* is continuous. 
